Sleep
Amara View
Masks & accessories

Under the nose

Full face mask

High marks
for performance
No marks on the bridge of the nose
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Full marks for

performance
Amara View is the smallest
and lightest of all leading
full-face masks*.
Its innovative and unique
under-the-nose cushion design
prevents red marks, discomfort
or irritation on the bridge of the
nose and delivers comfort and
performance for your patient.
Amara View also has the widest
field of vision of any leading full face
mask*. Perfect if your patient wears
glasses or likes to read, watch TV,
or use a tablet before sleeping.

Ordering information
Mask with headgear
(Global version)

Part
number

Small mask

1090602

Medium mask

1090603

Large mask

1090604

Mask with headgear
(International version)
Small mask

1090662

Medium mask

1090663

Large mask

1090664

Sizing gauge
* Internal testing: data on file
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Sizing gauge

1090699
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Achieving the
right fit is easy
Just follow these
instructions.
Unlike most full face
masks, the cushion
size for Amara View
is determined by
measuring the depth
of the nose using the
simple sizing gauge.
Just place the sizing
gauge under your
patient’s nose without
pushing against the
cheeks and the tip of
the nose will indicate
whether they need a
small, medium or large
cushion size. If your
patient measures
close to the threshold
always choose the
smaller size.
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Loosen the headgear.
Twist the headgear clips
to disconnect.

Choose the cushion size
that covers the mouth
and sits at the nose base.

Gently holding the mask
against the face, pull the
headgear over the head.

Ensure the nose is over
(not inside) the cushion
nostril opening.

Press the headgear clips
into place to connect.

Pull back the headgear
tabs to evenly adjust the
top and bottom straps.

Learn more
For other helpful
tips please view:
Adjust the crown strap so
the headgear sits loosely
and comfortably.

Connect to a working
CPAP machine to make
final adjustments.

sleepapnea.com/
products/masks/
amara-view/
resources/
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Innovative
under-thenose design
prevents red marks on the
bridge of the nose and gives
your patient the widest field
of vision of any of the
leading full-face
masks*

Quick
release clips

Easy to use
with one modular
frame for all
cushion sizes

Small cushion

1090692

Medium cushion

1090693

Large cushion

1090694

Soft, comfortable
fabric straps
Large headgear

1090696

Standard headgear 1090697

for easy on
and off

Quick disconnect
Headgear clips x 2

1090698

Quick release tube

1090689
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